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Introduction.
To describe our main result precisely, let p be a prime number, and assume p >_ 5. Fix a "tame level" N not divisible by p; we will be working with p-adic modular forms of integral weight on Fi(N). Let B be a padically complete and separated ring, and let r e B. We will let M^(N, B\ r) denote the space of r-overconvergent p-adic modular forms of weight k on I\(N) defined over B (for definitions and properties of these spaces, whose importance was first realized by Dwork, we refer to the accounts in [Kat] and [Gou2] ). If B is a discrete valuation ring and K is its field of fractions, we write Mfc(N,J^;r) = Mfc(N,-B;r) 0 K\ this is a p-adic Banach space over K with respect to the norm determined by making M^(N,5;r) the unit ball. This space contains the classical spaces considered in [GM] , We fix a discrete valuation ring B, let K be its field of fractions, and write, for simplicity, M^(r) = Mfc(N,^;r). When 0 < ord(r) < p/(p+ 1), the Atkin U operator is a completely continuous linear operator on the padic Banach space Mjc (r), and hence has a spectral theory. In particular we can consider the characteristic power series Pk(t) = det(l -tU|M^;(r)) and, for each rational number a, the "slope a subspace" Mk,a which is spanned by all the forms / C M^(r) such that (U -A)^/) = 0 for some integer m > 0 and some A G K such that ord(A) == a. It is a basic result in the spectral theory of the U operator that the space Mk,a is finite-dimensional and independent of the choice of r (provided 0 < ord(r) <?/(?+!))•
We can now state our main result. Much of the technical complication in the proof of such a result is due to the fact that there are two natural topologies on the Banach spaces Mfc(r). For the first topology, recall that elements of Mfc(r) can be interpreted as functions of "not too supersingular" elliptic curves E defined over some p-adically complete and separated B-algebra A. The restriction on the curve E is that Ep_i(E,a;) should be a divisor of r G B. (See [Kat] and [Gou2] for details.) A "test-object of level N and growth condition r" is simply such a curve together with a level structure. The first topology is just the natural topology on such "functions" : its norm || • ||mod is characterized by 11/llmod < 1 if and only if /(E/A^.i.V) € A for any test-object (E/A,ci;,^,y) of level N and growth condition r. We call this topology the modular topology, its unit ball is precisely the space Mfc(N, B\ r). The second topology, which we call the q-expansion topologyî s induced by the ^-expansion map; its norm || • ||g-exp can be described by saying that ||/||g_exp < 1 if and only if all the coefficients of the g-expansion of / are in B (i.e., are integral). It is a basic fact that the modular topology on M/c(l) (i.e., for r = 1) coincides with the g-expansion topology, so that the unit ball in Mk(r) with respect to the g-expansion topology can also be described as the intersection M/c(r)nM/(;(N, B\ 1). (A proof can be found in [Kat] .) This shows, in particular, that M^(l) is isomorphic to Serre's space of p-adic modular forms of weight A;, which is defined in [Ser2] in terms of limits of g-expansions.^ We have an inclusion of the "closed" unit balls 2. Proof of Theorem 1.
As usual, there are Hecke operators T^ for each prime number i ^ p which act on M^(N, B\ r); these have the expected action on g-expansions.
(See [Kat] or [Gou2] for the definitions.) For £ = p, however, the relevant operator is not Tp (even though p /N), but Atkin's U operator, which acts on ^-expansions by the formula
This is defined on M/.^N,^;^) as 1/p times the trace of the Frobenius operator Frob, which acts on ^-expansions as The theory of these two operators is described in detail in Chapter II of [Gou2] . We will recall here only the most important points for our purposes. To begin with, PROPOSITION 1. -Jford(r) < l/(p+ 1), then we have U(Mfc(N,^;r))cM^(N,X;^).
See [Gou2] for a proof; we refer to this result by the code phrase "U improves overconvergence." As Dwork was the first to point out, the fact that U improves overconvergence implies that U is a completely continuous endomorphism of MA;(N, K', r) for any r satisfying 0 < ord(r) < p/(p + 1). What this means is that for any integer n one can find a finite-dimensional some M^(l) (here k may be a p-adic weight) whose ^-expansion is f(q). Conversely, any such form is obtained in this way. A form denned by such a limit may or may not be overconvergent, since it is an element of M^(l), which properly contains M^(r), and there seems to be no direct way of deciding if it is from the existence of such a construction.
subspace Vn C M^(N, k', r) such that the image of the unit ball M^(N, B\ r) is contained in Vn + j^M^N^r). In our case, one can find Vn quite explicitly : it is generated by the p-adic modular forms obtained as quotients //Ep_i, where / is a classical modular form of level N and weight A;+z(p-l), for 0 < i < (n + !)/((? -l)ord(r)). It is straightforward to estimate that we have dimV^ = 0(n 2 ) as n tends to infinity.T he fact that U is overconvergent implies that it has a spectral theory, as explained in [Ser] and [Mon] (see also the discussion in [Gou2] ). In particular, we emphasize the following three facts :
(1) The U operator has a characteristic power series
Pk(t) = det(l -W\Mk(r)) € B[[t}}
which is independent of r and defines a p-adic entire function whose reciprocal roots are the eigenvalues of U on Mk{r) and form a sequence tending to zero in B. In particular, we can write pkw = no -A, *) i with \i ranging through the nonzero eigenvalues of U (taken in the algebraic closure of K). We know that ord(A^) >_ 0 and \i -^ 0. 2 ) After a conversation with G. Stolzenberg, we have come to think of an estimate for dim Vn as giving a "modulus of complete continuity" for our operator.
Fk^a such that we have a U-equivariant decomposition of Mk(r) as a direct sum :
Mfc(N,^;r)=M^eFfc,a.
We call Mk,a the slope a eigenspace for U acting on forms of weight k.
Recall that a Zp-lattice D C V in a p-adic vector space V is a free Zp-submodule of V such that D 0 Qp == V.
LEMMA 2. -Let <I>i and ^2 be completely continuous operators on a p-adic Banach space V, and let D C V be any Ip-lattice in V. If i(D) C D, ^{D) C D and {^-^)(D)cp n Dt hen P(t^,) = P(t^2) (mod pŵ
here we understand the congruence coefficient-by-coefficient.
Proof. -Put P(t, ^>i) = ^ a^ and P(t, ^2) == ^ ^.
We have (IQ = bo = 1, and we want to show that ai = 6^ (mod p^) for each z> 1. Write Ufc for the U operator acting on forms of weight k. We consider the operators^ = Ufc, and ^ = f^U^, both acting on M^(N,J<";r). Note, first, that both are completely continuous, because both U operators are. Furthermore, our two series may be computed using them :
and, since conjugate operators have the same characteristic series, Since we already know that the operator <I> -^ preserves M/^ (r), it follows that (^ -^)(J^) C p^D, as claimed.
Thus, the hypotheses of Lemma 2 are satisfied, and this completes the proof of the theorem.
Higher order differences.
Given what has just been proved, it is natural to ask whether the coefficients flm(^) are Iwasawa functions, i.e., if there exist power series Am € Zp [[T] ] such that we have a^(fc) = A^((l + p)^ -1). We cannot yet answer this question. We can, however, move a few more steps in the direction of an answer by obtaining further congruence relations among the coefficients am{k). In fact, Iwasawa functions can be completely characterized (as in [Ser2], Theorem 14) in terms of congruence properties; what we will show is that at least some of the congruences in Serre^s characterization are indeed satisfied.
To state these congruences, let k ^ a(k) be any function from Z to Tp. Fix an n, set s = p'^^p -1), and construct difference functions as follows :^i Theorem 1 is the special case of a(k} = dmW and i = 1. The basic idea of the proof, however, easily extends to handle the general case, as follows. 
